
Ski Instructor

ROBERT SMITH

Phone: (123) 456 78 99 
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website: www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn:

linkedin.com/qwikresume
Address: 1737 Marshville Road,

Alabama.

Objective

Seeking employment within a new field to generate work experience and gain new skills. 
Answering the questions of individuals taking part in lessons and individuals at the resort as a 
whole.

Skills

Great With Children, Well Developed Interpersonal Skills, Quick Learner.

Work Experience

Ski Instructor
ABC Corporation  December 2002 – 2006 
 Assessed students and developed a lesson based on their abilities. Taught anywhere from 

children per workday.
 Worked with a team of instructors to be efficient and highly versatile.
 Supervised and assisted large groups of children during lunch and breaks.
 Worked with children one-on-one and in large groups.
 Responsible for cleaning and putting away equipment at the end of the day.
 Responsible for encouraging and guaranteeing future sales.
 Attended professional development clinics to further improve teaching skills.

Ski Instructor
ABC Corporation  2001 – 2002 
 I was responsible for teaching people of all ages to ski at beginner, intermediate, and expert 

levels.
 i was also responsible for assisting ski patrol with rounds and medical needs.
 My accomplishments were very minute but i enjoyed the feeling that i got from them.
 Helped people have fun with theyre families and hone their skills.
 Skills Used while i was doing this job i used people skills such as communicating a lot like 

when i was attempting to explain something to either a child or a senior citizen.
 i also used medical skills when it was necessary and mechanical skills everyday when running

the tracts..
 This is Dummy Description data, Replace with job description relevant to your current role.

Education

- (Bangor Area Senior High School)
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